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of university students
by Doug Vanderweidc
Staff Writer
"A commitment to the worth of peopk" That's what University of Maine
President Dale Lick said should be most
important to the values of students at
UMaine.
Speaking to a group of resident
assistants, resident directors, and other
members of the on-campus community
about UMaine's values, Lick said a sense
of respect, dignity, and responibility for
developing the full potential of people
is also of "utmost importance'
"If, in fact, you can do that,-it turns
out that the relationships between you
and others change rather drastically,'"
he said.

.Lick said age, race, and disabilities
should not be barriers to the worth of
indis
"As we plan, (and) make decisions
about various kinds of things on campus, as we allocate resources, the queslion is: 'Have you really taken into account a sense of this commitment we're
talking about?"
Lick said the sense of commitment
"permeates" ones life and sometimes
makes decisions tough. _
"Sometimes.there are cases whertt, in
fact, it's very difficult to really respect
the worth of people and make sure you
make decisions based on that (sense of
worth)," he said.

41.6.

(see LICK page 10)

Referendum Results
Should afee be instituted to fund the construction
-of a new student center?
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No
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Should the communication fee be increased by
$2.00 to support ASAP in the publication of the
Campus Crier, The Prism Yearbook, and other
publications?

Banking on a better life

„Yes •••••••
N

by Kristin Helmore
The Christian Science Monitor

Should the Student Activity Fee be raised from
$17.50 to $20.00 to support groups and clubs
already funded by the activity fee?

HARAN NAGAR, Bangladesh Along the sandy banks of the
Dhaleswari River, a tranquil tributary
of the Ganges in waterlogged
Bangladesh, there rs perpetual move- ment. This country, the size of

Wisconsin, has near!) 110 million
people. Villages are strung in an
endless chain of jute-stick huts on the
higher ground above the riverbanks.
Lines of men trudge along the
shores, straining forward against
ropes that haul huge, ancient. squaresailed ships ur the middle of the river.
(see DEVELOP page 5)
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Communist Party ousts 110 senior officials
MOSCOW-(AP)-The-Cvmmunist Par--ty's Central Auditing COMMISSION-7— on the Communist Party Central Comty swept out 11'0 senior officials and prowhich handles finances.
mittee and the
ra1 Auditing Commoted 24 people Tuesday in a major
"The situation has changed conmission should work hard tc further
reshuffling that expands President
siderakly, comrades. Vast changes have
perestroika."
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's power base to
taken place over this period also in state
Party ideology chief Vadim A.
bodies, and this required personnel
push for reform.
Nledvedev told a news conference ofThe party's policy-making Central
changes," Gorbachev said in remarks
ficials voluntarily offered to resign and
Committee retired 74 of its 301 full
carried by Tass, the official Soviet news
that the Central Committee unanimousmembers, including former President
agency.
ly approved.
The outgoing members said they were
Andrei A. Gromyko, 24 non-voting
The resignations followed the first
stepping down "now that all comrades
members, and 12 members of the parcontested, nationwide elections in 70

years of Communist rule on March 26.
Dozens of top party and government officials, including more than 30 regional
pally chairtnen, were defeated.
Medevdev said Gorbachev discussed
those elections on Thesday at the Central Committee meeting, but the president's remarks were not immediately
released.
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Future weapons spending to be dui

work and dedication-to the University of

ed Services Committee,Cheney tick
WASHINGTON (AP)-Thc Bush
ed off a list of cutbacks. many of the
administration will slow or cancel
bigger decisions already had been
several futuristic weapons programs,
including the fact that $10
disclosed,
including Star Wars and the stealth
been shaved from the orb=
had
billion
arms
bomber, to build More of the
budget in the coin- .defence
posed
arsenal,
nation's
in
the
already
Defense Secretary Dick ClieneY -sa1417—mintlit ithdt-Cconvess.
The Pentagon's new budget
---lbesday.
•
lb further ccine with fiscal 1990 audscicitxift-origitis goes along w ith
budget reductions mandated by anew • Cbeney's bottom line: $295.6 billion.
Left-intact is a proposed 3.6 percent
White House-congressional coalpromise, the Army,- Nay'y and Air 'piy hike for men anti women in the
military:
Force will reduce their active-duty
Adm. William J. Crowe, the ;:hair
strength of more than 2.1 million by
man of the Joint Chiefs, said he sup16,000 men and women, Cheney
Cheneyiicuts only because of
ported
added.
'dismal realities-both political and
Appearing before the House Armeconomical!

Maine. Your efforts are truly appreciated.

BIW drug testing policy ruled illegal
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BATH, Maine (AP)-A lawyer
representing unions at Bath _Iron
Works said lbesday a court ruling
that the shipyard's drug-testing policy
is illegal is "a great victory" that will
likely set a national precedent.
"We think it is a well-reasoned decision (that) will stand up" in an appeal, which has been promised by
BIW, said Jon Reitman, an attorney
representing production and clerical
workers at the defense contracting
facility.
Administrative Judge Arline Pacht
of the National Labor Relations
Board ruled that the shipyard's 3-yearold drug-testing policy is illegal
because it was not negotiated with

emplowe unions.
The.. judge- also ordered the
reinstatement of some former
employees discharged for violating
the company's subtance-abuse polity
and compensation for others who
were suspended.
Reitman predicted that the case will
serve as a national precedent and
lauded the decision as -a great victory
for privacy and for common
sense."
EtIW, in a statement issued Monday, said, "We strongly believe that
Judge Pacht is in error." The staWment said BIW is optimistic that the.,.
NLAB will ultimately uphold an arbitrator's ruling that the policy is
legal.

Landlord faces criminal, civil charge
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BANGOR, Maine .(AP)- The
landlord of an- Old-lbwn -apartment
where a 3-year-old boy died in -a
weekend fire will face charges that he
failed to install a smoke detector, a
prosecutor said Tuesday.
Penobscot County District Al.
torney R. Christopher Almy said he
was drawing up papers ordering
landlord Fred P. Tarr, 57, to appear
in court. probably_next month. Afire
early Sunday in an apartmem owned
by Tarr claimed the life of James
Belanger, officials said.
"It was clear that the evidence in
this case shows that Mr. Tarr has failed to iritall 'smoke detectors where
they're required, and the law is very
specific about that, especially with

apartment houses, and he's going to
brie _to lace Mt consequences of
that," A.Imy said.
"Landfords have a choice. They can
either choose to follow these regulations and install these devices for the
safety of the tenants, or they can
choose not to. It's their choice, but-if
they choose not to, they're going to
have to face the consequences."
.11trr_vrill-face---both- one vrintiosid
chargelind-onecivil charge and one
civil charge in. the case. .Almy said.
The two counts could lead to 90 days
in jail and fines totaling $600 if tarr
is convicted, the prosecutor said.
.No cause for Sunday's fire has been
determined; -although Investigators
have sent a heater from the living
room to a laboratory

Tapes show Valdez captain tried
tricky maneuver on reef
Wednesday, April 26 at 8:00 P.M.
in the-Damn Yankee

Cash bar with I.D.
Soda and Munchies

VALDEZ, Alaska (AP) - Radio
messages recorded the morning the
Exxon Valdez ran aground snow the
ship's captain spent up to an hour trying to rock the tanker free, a move the
Coast Guard-says-could-have sunk the
ship.
The transcripts were contained in
a Freedom of Information.--Act -re-- •
quest by the Anchorage Daily News,
which published details today.
Also today, Exxon Corp. said 31_.
lawsuits and 1,300 -claims ranging
from $500 to $4 million have been filed 'against the company in the wake
101.rniUiangallon spilsolgit
from the Valdez. At a meeting of

security analysts in New York, Exxon- officials declined to _put_ii..4atal.
dollar Yalue on the lawsuits or the
claims.
.. In other developments. Millions of
tiny -salmon have been released
oil-tainted Prince William Sound..
and wildlife officials were deploying
fireworks, shotguns and other
noisemakers to scare migrating birds
to safety.
. Transcripts of March 24 radio
messages between Conn Guard-COmmander Steve McCalland tanker captain Joseph Hazelwood indicate the
skipper _tried to free the ship despite
a
u nasrtic
n
aibngs the tanker might be
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-Los Angeles to tacide-srnog problem
Proposed plan calls for ban on all gasoline-powered vehicles by 2007
WS ANGELES — Even 300 years
ago, Indians called the Los Angeles area
the "Bay' of Smoke" for the ring of
mountain walls that captured the natural
haze and fire fumes into a ceiling of stagnant, van/id gauze.
TothW the 13,350-square-mile maze of
jam-packed highways, eased by virtual. ly -no publis. Inuopthtatitin. generates the
_..worst -smog problem. in the United
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businesses, airports, bus and train hpes,
.The new plan still must be approved - from all groups of -people.' says Kelly
trucking firms, and-personal vehicles.
by the State Air Resource Board- Candaele, a spokesman for the Los
"We cast off the attitude that this
hearings are due in July-and the Califor- Angeles County FEderation of Labor.
region is doomed to smog." says Pat
nia EPA.
"But it looks to us more like a plan for
Nemeth, deputy executive officer of
- The plan is divided into three phases. the professional class. There's quite a bit
SAQMD, the regional agency the state
The first five years would place strong of difference between spending a little
has authorized to. clean, up the au
controls on paints, solvents. and 'extra for parking or doing without your
"Southern California. as a , work! .deodorant_ sprays. It also requires that barbecue, and having your job lost,"
VNYnortire.er
a'model Of.Ctbflk
trash-burning plants.. and induit-----Wiays.
diversity, will enter the 2111 cc:silky. heaters_use
•
Both Mr. Antonovich and Mr. Can—Stara. Even short term visitors complain - -known for hi 'commitment to publicdevices.. Bias-ply tires, which spew paraspect of the plan known
of stinging eyes, parched throats, and
health." ticks on the road, would be banned, and dace say an
as the jobs/housing balance could stop
sooty skin.
"This is Certainly the most cornmethanol fuel would be required for
Despite numerous attempts at meeting
a a- t?. buses by 1991 and rental cars by 1993. low-income housing projects in such
3n-chi:wave and aggressive Or
areas as Riverside and Antelope Valley
federal clean-air standards, carbon
devised to clean smoggy skies," says
The second phase, from 1993 to 1998,
because no balance of jobs-a concomimonoxide concentrations are twice the
Mark Abramowitz, program director for
calls for 40 percent of all cars and 70 pertant
requisite of the plan-has yet been
- federal and state standards; ozone levels
the Coalition-for- Clean Air, a nationcent of trucks, freight-carriers, and buses
"That means a young family
created.
standard.
the
federal
are three times
wide alliance of consumer and publicto use methanol or other "clean" fuels.
starting
out
in search of the American
Enough is enough; say the South
health groups whose lawsuits provided
The third phase, from 1998 to 2007,
a place in L.A. to buy
can't
find
dream
major impetus .behind the current
Coast Air Quality Management District
assumes advances in technology and
Antonovia,
said, citing the
home,
"
a,1SCAQ-MD)and the Southern Califorreform. "Lcis Angeles will become the ci- calls for a ban on all gasoline vehicles
country.
home
costs
in
the
highest
nia - Association of Governments Jy_ that others will follow."
by 2007. Parts of all three phases call for
manufacturersextra
costs
to
Besides
organizatwo
According to Christine Reed, a coun(SCAG). Last month the
elimination of free municipal parking as
representatives from both Toyota and
-TsOis-Miopted ffie most far-reachnigplan " cil member from Santa Monica
si'ts
a disincentive to driving and an incenyet for the 12 million people who live in
asi She executive committee of SCAG, tive to carpool, and the building of hous- General Motors Corporation have hinted
extra costs are high enough to consider
the South Coast Air Basin-Orange
daearcumstances that finally spurred
ing closer to job centers. moving plants elsewhere-normal living
County, and the non-desert portions of
these groups to take action after decades
"I've been working on this job for 12
expenses
for individuals and families are
Los Angeles, Riverside, and San BernarOf "head-in-the-sandism" were
years and they've never agreed on
to rise as well. The California
expected
dino counties.
threefold: Key state legislators, fed up
anything of this significance," SCAG
for Environmental and
Council
Proponents of the plan are hailing it
with years of SCAQMD accommodaexecutive director Mark Pisano said after
Economic Balance says the study will
as the forerunner to air-quality plans
tion to industry, forced a trstructuring
SCAQMD adopted the plan in a 12-2
cost
$15 billion annually to implement,
across the nation_ The goal: federal comof its board; local governments realized
vote.
about $2,500 per family for
averaging
pliance on all air-quality standards by
a chronic, gross underestimation of
But it was the sweeping extent of the
utility, and gas prices.
expenses,
added
2007.
population growth and foresaw virtualcontrols that also brought the strongest
over each measure
controversy
Besides
The California plan would mean 120
ly unlivable air conditions by next
criticism.
much debate
there
is
still
the
plan,
of
controls
including
separate air-pollution
decade; environmental lobbyists sued the
"This thing could create economic
and
implementation
its
about
a possible end to the use of gasolineCalifornia Environmental Protection
havoc and chaos," says Mark Anenforceability.
powered cars, with interim use of
Agency for not enforcing federal cleantonovich, a Los Angeles County super"There are loopholes in here large
methanol, propane, and electric-powaed
air laws and won.
visor who voted against the proposal. He
to drive a truck through," Mr.
enough
vehicles. Harsher controls wouldhajos"This is at long last a major departure
cited two independent studies showing
Abramowitz
says.
posed on manufacturers, petroleum profrom all the foot dragging on regulatory
the possible los of 150,000 jobs. "The
ducers, electricity production, small
efforts of the past," Ms. Reed says.
plan claims there is a,universal sacrifice
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If you're looking for a solid performer,-the IBM PersonatSvstem/2.
Model-30 286 has long been on top of the charts. Right now,the,PS/2 Model
30 286is being offered with exciting,selected software that is easy to use.
loaded and reads'
. to go at a special price.--Thismodel gives you the right cornbination to help you work faster, easier and smarter at the fltp of a switch.
Check it Out today! Hurry' Offer expires June 30,1989.
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8530-E21 On Or before June 30. 1989
Microsoft Word is the Academic Edition Prices quoted do not include,sales tax. handling and/or processing
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institution regarding these charges Orders are subject to availability. IBM may
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The men will talk and laugh with a
visitor as they walk. But the women
. washing clothes at the river's edge hide
their faces in their saris and turn away
as if trying to erase themselves when a
stranger comes near.
Most Bangladeshi women behave this
way with strangers, following the
Muslim custom of purdah (which literally. means "curtain") and centuries of
tradition that have left most of them
timid, uneducated, ind insecure.
In some villages, the women stand tall
when visitors approach. They hold up
their heads and, with a beguiling mix:lire of pride and shyness. look strangers
in the eye. Then they do something even
more unexpected: gise a crisp, energetic,
military-style salute in greeting.
What has changed these women's
behavior,lbeir perception of themselses
— indeed, their economic standing. ad
their very status in their .communities?
A bank__
The Grameen Bank (grimeen means
village in Bengali) provides business
credit to women who previously were
treated — and sass themselves — as
nothing but burdens to their families.
It was started as an "antipoverty" experiment in 1976 by Muhammad Yunus,
a professor of economics at Chittagong
University. It became a full-fledged bank
in 1983. With about half a million borrowers today, the bank is growing at a
rate of 10,000 to 15,000 new borrowers
a month. To date, it has reached 9,500
villages — 14 percent of Bangladesh's
68,000 rural communities.
The sight of barefoot women in

icontinued from page

bright, multicolored saris salutingfrom
the doorways of their palm-matted huts
may surprise visitors, but it exemplifies
the underlying objective of the bank:
to uplift the poorest and most: oppressed members of one of the world's
poorest, most tradition-bound societies.
"We wanted to get rid of these
women's habit of being nonentities,"
says -,Dr. Yunus, who earned his
economics degree at Vanderbilt University in the United States.
"They normally hide their faces, and
when they salaam (the traditional
Muslim greeting), they touch their
forehead with a limp hand. Somebody
thought of the salute, which is like a
salaam but • with a very important diffe\rence. You can't hide yourr face and
salute at the same time. You have to
stand up tall."
Grameen is a bank tailor-made for the

poorest — for those who have no access
to commercial banks but must resort to
begging from local landowners or borrowing from moneylenders who charge
10 percent per month or more. At the'
Grameen Bank, one must be landless to.
qualify for a loan.(About 60 percent of
Bangladeshis are considered landless,
even though many of them do own tiny
plots of about one-fifth of an acre.)
About 82 percent of Grameen's borrowers are women — the poorest of the
poor.
"Women see the worst kind of poverty, 'because women are the ones who
must feed people." says Viinus
you give a chance to the women, they
become flinch better fighters against
poverty than men. A woman sees much
further into the future than a man does.
She always wants to have a better life for
her children. Given an opportunity, she

works for the future.
"And it is usually the very desperate
ones who come (for a loan). Often it's
women abandoned by their husbands.
That is who the Grameen Bank was
Created for-those who have no means at
all."
The loans are small-the average
amount for a first-time loan is S65. With
the exception of housing loans, the credit
provided is "venture capital" for enterprises like rice -husking, :staving, or the
production and sale of vegetables, eggs,
or milk. To ensure that the women
receive advice and encouragement from
their peers in formulating business plans,
they mot form groups of five to take out
a loan. If a borrower has difficulty
repaying her loan, the other members of
her group help. . ,
•
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Italian farce to open in
Hauck Auditorium tonight

Sex Matters
-Question: What does Judaism have
to say ,about pre-marital sex'
Response hy Rabbi Joseph P
Schonherger, Beth Israel Synagogue.
Judaism considers sexuality as part of
the normal human condition that
God created.
Therefore, sexual relations are vie4
with respect and holiness. The Bi-ble refers to sexual relationships
the verb "knowing," thereby conveying the notion that sex contributes
positively to the intimate knowledge
a couple share. Jewish tradition accepts health, emotional, physical wellbeing and pleasure 41s legitimate
motives for sexual relations. Mk reject
claims that sexuality is inherently sinJul or negative and do not accept the
idea of original sin with which sex is
7-connected. At the saline time, Judaism
. _rejects sexual libertinism. The YeWish
view is that sexual behavior should
Occur in a proper context, and that
contact has normatively been marriage.
While sexual relations betwegn two
single Jewish adults is not a crime in
Jewish law, it it considered improper.
Questios: Is the Romaa Catholic
Church for or against premarital see
Response by Father Frank J Murray, Newman Center If this w-as a one
_ question test probably every student
on this campus would have just aced
a test.
Just about everybody knows that
the Roman Catholic Church is
against premarital sex. The • much

..an individual when they don't havta job.
-ihymore. (It's1 a catalyst for bunion'
,
emotion."
While the .play is a comedy.
Maine Masque concludes its season MairAXOVACZ warned that,it doescontain
ir_performs_ a different
lack
when
type nt
:play written katian-playwrisni some explicit language
language that is typical ofthe
"Fo uses
Dario Fo called "We Won't Pay! We type
of people being _portmed."
Wdn't Pay!"
-1--„,0--saict---The-msty is about blue collar
497es;.ttrei-workers in a time of unrest. The people
act play is a farce which examines the speak like blue collar workers."
political and social strife of the. Italian.
Mitotowicz described Fo as "coming
peopk
a long tradition Of clowns." He
from
"The play takes its impetus from the
to is a "realist1who) goes
—al
so
:
.aid
terribly violent labor strikes that occur:
arid stretches the traditional
beyond
red in Italy in the '60s and '70s," said
_ntis °' theater."
•
Torn,Mikotowicz, the play's director. to
PixticiPaaudience
s
aid_wwicz
milw
a grot:ery store
took- one incident
tion would be important to the play's_ .
. strike and created a farce out of it.
success,- but he would not give ApecifiC.
pray-It not really a political'
details'on that subject.
farce," Mikotowicz Said. "It's a com• - & veteran director of more than 75
edy with a very humatimessage.(Bul)
major productions. Mikotowicz came to
it's not a politcal farce."
University of Maine from Nov York
the
has
:
Fo, who Mikotowicz described as
because lie
-7tianted to get into
City
ing very strong politcal views, really ohThis will be his first
university
theater.
phisizes the struggle of the individual
UMaine.
directing
at
job
during the turbulent days of the 70s. "It is a different type of theater," he
Mikotowicz -stressed that the Play is
said. "There are differences in the size
not just_ a statement of any particular of the building and the number of crew
political doctrine. but is rather. a "very
members."
human" story of the lives of two Italian
Still. Mikotowicr said he is'confident
couples.
about
the quality. of the cast in "We
While the play is set in Milan, Italy in
Pay!
We Won't Pay!" We have an
Won't
1974, Mikotowicz said it "goes beyond"
excellent
cast."
he said. "(They) have a
that time and place.
very
high
level
of
commitment,"
"It applies to America, too," he
The
play,
which
Mikotowicz calls "a
the
'70s
said. "What happened in Italy in
great
season
capper,"
will open in
is still applicable to our country toHauck
Auditorium
on
Wednesday
at 8
day."
p.m.
and
run
through
Saturday
night.
A good example, he said, is that of a
plant shutdown. "Look what happens to There will also be a matinee performance on Thursday at 2 p.m.
• by Steve MilianO
Staff Writer

by

Dr. Sandra- Caron
tougher question is wit)? Let me give
you a few broad principles since that
is all that is appropriate for a short
newspaper column. These broad Principles, alonwwith others, begin to
help us frame our answer; or
response, to the question of why we
are against, premarital sex.
I. Our sexuality is a precious gift
from God and is :given to help us
know ourself and to help express
ourself to another.
2. Our sexuality is potentially the
most sophisticated language we have
to express ourself when used in conjunction with all the other languages
we also have been given (e.g., looks,
'words, feelings, actions, commitments, etc.).
3. Sexual intercourse by its very
natureis,both unitive and life-giving
and those characteristics should
always be celebrated.
"*.
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It is not over yet!!
Senior Challenge 989
TherC1S still time to:
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
WIN PRIZES AS A CLASS AGENT

.7.7•—

"NZ's.

—

The time has come

Share a piece of your world...

i

ctiLIAILLT ',LIN'0...t

I

s
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r
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A pledge to share
in the future of
IlMaine!

Senior Challeme 19 is stilt_goingitrong.__Please return your
pledge card to Crossland Alumni Center or the Student Activities
, Office (2nd floor. Memorial Union) as soon as possible.

$ay "Yes" to
your class
agents when they
ask you. to take
-The Challenge-

Pledge cards will be accepted through the end of the year
; and are available at either Crossland Alumni Center or the Senior
Council Booth in the Memorial Union.

.

March 27-April

•Watch for brochure and look for a booth

MAKE THIS YEARS SENIOR CHALLENGE
THE BEST EVER, PLEDGE TODAY.

in

the Union

Call 581-ALUM Ask for Lauren

SHARE A PIECE OF YOUR WORLD!!!
-

At:tendon: Class Agents, all initialized pledge cards must be
turnesik by Friday, April 28th to ensure that you receive your
prizes-at-Senior Challenge Recognition Night on May 4th. for those
who have earned a Senior Challenge Class Agent T-shirt, they are
in so stop by Crossland Alumni Center.

Questions?
Call 581-ALUM
•
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Grammy Award winner o perform Thu
Daily Marne Campus reporter
Christina Koliander recently hid the opportunity to speak with Grammy Award
- =7winner Robert Cray, who will be performing Thursday • evening at the Maine
Center lot the Arts at the University pf
Maine The following is a transcript of
interview_
the
TI
—
• Q: First of III, wises did you begin
Whin* an.interest in ;tunic?
A: Well, music was all around me
when I was growing up, so I was interested in it all along. I started playing
the piano when I was eight years old
Q: Where.did you grow up?

A: David Olsen's not in the band any
more.
Q:

ma? Will is yourdrummer?

A:-The drummer is Kevin Hayes and
we have another guitar player and his
name is Tim Kaihatsu.
We're also playing with the Memphis
Horns.

A: Yeah.

•

Q: Do you still have the same original
members, Richard Cousins, Peter Roe
and David Olsen?

A: We are going to be going to Europe
right afterwards. We'll take about 10 to
12 days off and then we're going to
Europe. And that should last us, until
about the.end_ of July.
0:Are you working on a new Amid
The 'Robed- chrsigg-les-prefoeurae--Az-ligeolk-+ve-weri-working on i new
the Maio cagier Ise gie Axes nun** album in September or October.
your system to. bring them up and talk
about them. But yeah, I'm alright.
(laugh)

fik So we could expect that
varisair?

Q: Congratulations on the Grammy
Award.

Q: What kind of person do you think
is a Robert C'm fan? Or what's your vision of the people who listen to your
music.

A: Thank you.
Q: That's for the best blues recording
of the single "Don't be Afraid of the
Dark."

Q: I'm curious as to if Robert Cray
will ever fled love in his songs? lois
always seem to sing sad songs.
A: I like those sad songs, you know.
It's good. I like listening to them and
'playing them. It gets all the pain out of

Q: Since this is your third Grammy,
hots does that influence you in the musk
business? Does that mean anything

MU

A: Next spring.

A: There's not any-OrneParticular kind
of person. There are a lot of people
listening to my music. The ages range
from teenagers up to 60 to 70 years old.
There are all kinds of people out there,
because of the blues background. There
are people around my age. Yeah, I'm 13
years old right now. (laugh)

Multimedia Presentation
• UNIVIZITY_Cf MAINE
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The Ballad of Sexual Dependency
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Q: You are touring in the United
States until May 27. What is the band
doing afterward?

Q: Right. Yoi've been Waring with
them. I know the7 also play on your
albums, "Doe's be Afraid of the Dark"
and -Strong Persuader."
Could you tell me what Musician or
blues performer has influenced you the
most?

A: My father was in the Army. I was _
A: That's a really hard question, but
born in Columbus,_Git., and spent about
I,guess I'd have to say probably Albert
Collins
IT months _there, and then we moved to
right outside of
Washington state
Tacoma. Wash. Then we moved to
Q:
you write about real life
California for about a year-and I was in
situations?
Germany for a couple Of years and back
to Washington state. A: The songs tilati write about usual‘
ly are. You-know, past relationships or
Q: When did the Robert Cray bead
what's going on with me now. You know
start?
we hase the team of Bruce Bromberg
and Dennis Walker. They've been our
A: Richard Cousins, our bass player
producers throughout all of our recorand myself, started the hand in 1974. We
dings. They write a lot of songs for us.
went from Washington down to Eugene,
I pick and choose which songs on the
- Ore. to start the band
basis of how closely they, do relate to me.
Q: So the band started is Oregon?

when a record cksapasy's looking at
you?
•
A: itakonleit means that the whole
industry'slooking at you. They're really
expecting something from you and they
like,what they. hear. That's really nice. It
picks you up.

•

Discussion after the show. ,

-An Artistic masterwork that te4 us
neFonly-abouFthe-attittides of [al
generation, but also about the times
which vAz_live"

e
14.tHE PRESIDENUS OFFICE AND .904( tHE ADMINISCRA'ClON WISH 'CO)
t EXPRESS A HEARCFELC
4+, '
THANK '0U" to ALL WHO
PARCICIPArED IN MAINE DAY
CLEAN-UP AcciviriEs.
44.

1
)

.,

WE COMMEND YOU ALL FOR A
SUCCESFUL MAINE DAY AND
WE APPRECINCE "CHE RESULCS.

-Andy Grundbezg
New York Times

C
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The Da

Edithdal
Bearing arms
suicide at the University of.Maine last month
brought to light a ,somewhat overlooked
phenomenon: students who .own__guns_and have
them on campus.
It is prohibited tor a student to possess a firestrin
campus unless permission is given by the 1)epartment of
Public Safety, but there is no way to effectively enforce
this policy.
UMaine police officers who are on "foot patrol" do
not carry guns, neither do security personnel on a majority of' campuses nationwide. The main reason why
these people don't carry guns is the possibilty that a student can wrestk a gun away from-the officer or security__
person and either use it threateningly or 'make off with
it.
Thin is ni-v_cplocti,-in. that sliiderpc. outnumber cecitrity
personnel. And with students who may be avid gun collectors or who bring guns into their dorm rciont from -home, this poses a )alistic threat to police officers,
students, and the gun,owners themselves.
In March, a student chose to take his life with a
20-gauge pump shotgun. While no one admits seeing the
gun being brought into the residence hall there are
students who boast of the clever and the not-so-clever
ways of smuggling their favorite firearm into their room.
The second amendment of the constitution ensunti the
right of Americans to bear arms. The fourth amendin4M
ensures the protection against illegal search and seizure.
Although these constitutional guarantees were written
for the protection of citizens, it remains that some
students possess the very devices which threaten our
safety.
Especially with the presalence of alcohol use on campus, some kind of policy needs to be developed where
possession of guns can be monitored and controlled.
Guns can be stolen from others or misplaced, can be
accidentally discharged or used under the influence of
alcohol when the brain's decisionmaking process is
distorted, and can be used for that rashest decision of
all, the decision of a student to end his or her own life.
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Students CAN reduce textbook expense
Being a fairly new employee
commentary by
of the University Bookstore and
also a student, I have developed
Noreen G. Co-Op
a keen interest in the continual
,tise of our textbook prices. I
have looked at the whole pro- tures, and added end of the
-tess of ordering, shelving, sell- chapter problem, which no
ing, refunds, buybacks, and one does anyway. All of this is
shipping unsold texts back to done "for the benefit of the.
the publisher, and have attemp- student," of course.
ted to identify all of the causes
Another so-called "favor'
of higher prices.
the publishers do for the stuThere are. several - causes dent isto print more textbooks
which, though they affect us a in paperback form. This is less
s students, are beyond the con-- expensive for them, and those
trol of anyone on this campus. savings can be passed on to
.1 have two theories as to why students. The problem is.that
prices for new bookfirom. thotziblishers will only accept
publishers are rising.first,ihey -unsold textbooks(returns)that
to the populari- - art in perfect new condition.
are
ty of used boink wholesalers. This means the Bookstore has
'hey are doing this by regular-, to be "the heavy" and not gise
.1.y -printing_ new editions. of refunds because of, as little as,
books. Now, I don't want my one slightly bent.corner, and we
-education from outdated infor- all know how hard it is to keep
mation, but how Many new ad- paperbacks on that condition.
vances could there have been in I • haven't ,enjoyed telling
the field of chemistry, for ex- students that we couldn't give a
ample, to warrant four editions refund, w hen it seemed obsious
of a textbook from 1977 to that not a single word of the
1988? If you just read the book hid been read
preface, .the ,authors tell how • While these are things to
they reorganized the old think and complain about, as
material, put in colored pic- far as I can see, there isn't much

that we, here on this campus,
can do about them. What lam
realty- concerned about are
those things that we as students,
faculty, administration, and the
Bookstore can do_tqtontrol the
cost of textbooks(
Our faculty .May not realize
it, but their aetions can greatly
reduce the/Prices students pay
for books. Obvious ways are hy
reduciuá the number if tex'boo s required and by selecting
194 expensive texts from
availank sources. These things
must be done, as much as possible, without sacrificing the
nuality of instruction.
There are other ways in Vihich
our faculty- affects student's
pocketbooks Perhaps the most
controllabk cause of higher tor
tbook prices_is_requisitions not
received from professors bs the
due date. 'Textbook manager
Ann Amero, realizes that
sometimes the due date seems
too early to make decisions concerning texts for the ,following
semester The reason these due
dates are set is to find textbooks
from the least expensive source.
(see TEXTBOOK page 9)

Just Remember
Before you grumbling seniors
become alumni in a few weeks
and convince your family,
Greg Reid
friends and anyone who will
Listen that the University_ ofti
To My Driving As I Do My_
Maine is the greatest college in
Thing. I Wouldn't St In
the known world, a moment Bug
Your
Way Right Now" ?
of
Class
please. To a lot of the
Reading
speed limit and street
1989, Maine has been a great
signs
around
this campus is
place to go to schdol. Here"s list
hard
enough,
we
don't need to
of Not-So-Magnificent-Sevenread
people's
minds,
Or their
Aspects of UMaine that we'll
most
prolific
thoughts,
held to
probably forget around 10 a.m.
eight letters or less. .
Borrib-. scares. Gutles.s
.7. Eau de Stilt Aaah. the
pukes-who
spend their- out-ofscent of industry. Strengthening
class
time
figuring
out ways to
the American economy. Have
call
in
threats
without
getting
you noticed the admissions
shouldn't
caught
be
in
college.
folks seem to hold those highYou don't want to go to class,
school - tours on the only five
or take a test? Get lost. You're
days the sun shina in Orono?
wasting our time and you're
Rain equals Mill stink, which
giving
the administration the
leaves Moms or Dads saying,
chance
to
stroke their chins and
"Well, I liked the University of
come
up
with
some bogus safeNew Hampshire..." Could .
ty fee. If you like bOmbs and
Company
River
s
James
the
annoying people, _join a terspare us all and mount a colrorist group. Call the CIA. But
ossal Stick-Up right there next
lay
off classrooms. Some of us,
to the pile of Sawdust or
have
work to do.
whatever it is that makes
4.
This
'`Way Life Should
SomerserHall smell like Tut's
Be"stuff.
Yeah, life should
Tomb? How about the
consist
of
over-crowded
mental
engineering eggheads putting
health
institutions,
streets
with
together a solar-poweredno
lights,
snow
in
April,
Dutch-style-windmill-sized'
nuclear power plants, and the
house fan designed to blow the
Bates-Colby football game
air back toward Old Town?
pre-empting Oklahoma-Miami.
Anything would help.
Okay,
life around Bangor is a
6. Those Plastic Vanity Bug
little
slower
than southern Ness
Things Mounted °lathe Front
England, but must it crawl?
of Pick-Up Trucks. Haven't
Appreciating the uniqueness of
seen them? Take a ride through
a
lifestyle is one thing, but must
Old Town. "Deb Loves
all
others be ignored?
Butch". "All fvtine". "Un3.
Being Sober At Cheepo's.
chained". Give me a break.
Sort
of like being in Hell on a
How about "Tacky As Hell"?
"If I Paid As Close Attention bum rap. You sweat in the heat,

breathe in the fumes, put up
with the people, but you're not
enjoying it. At least if yOu'reintaxicated, or you've - done
something fun.enough to doom
your soul, you have that as a
consolation. Sobriety. and
waiting by the Senor door mix
no better than drinking and
driving.
2. The Treatment of Fraternines and Sororities. Look,,
either let them operate or shut
them down.. This probation.,
gelding and watereddown Greek life is ridiculous.
These organizations spend
decades establishing traditions
and 'rites for their members
alone to practice. It is simple:
You'want to pin up with the
rites, put up with them. You
don't, then quit. But here
comes Big Brother (or Sister, if
you prefer) .barging down
doors, peeking in windows and
thumping on stumps about the
way life should be. (See No.
Whatever)
I. White Supremacy. Within
a few miles of the state's largest
institution of higher education
— and even in the Bear's Den
You can stilLhem comments
about "t
cOluheds" and
ns". It amazes me
that 11,000-plus people can interact with each other in the late
20th century and still group
people by mystics regarding the
hue of their skin. Degrees only
document that we'te smart.
They don't prove it.
Greg Reid is a senior English
major who Mike Di Cicco owes
a favor.
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•Textbook

(continued from page 8)

Brainless and narrow-minded

When a requisition for a book
the cost of textbooks, though
is received, it is put on the 50 every effort is made to control
To the editor:
one invention was that greatly alternative (if they do not wish
these costs. What markup there
percent buyback list. This
increased women's control over to continue a pregnancy). This
is,on textbooks is used to cover
means that the Bookstore will
right
now.
I
just
furious
iun
their lives as it allowed them to male,..and the ones who laugh-'
for,
pay 50, percent of Mali
-all the costs of pricing, shelving
class,
of_my_Sociology
decide
when._and_ how many p4 _his___Comment,clearly-have_
to
all
tudenis
sell—--and staffing necessary to assure
thckle books
"I
:
no respect whatsoever for
which
we
are
currently
----1."--n
i
times
they
would
birth
give
ing their books back during
that textbooks are on' the
discussing gender stratification.
(referring. of course., to con- women. I am insulted not only
finals week If the requisition is
shelves for the start of
lecture
was
The
topic
of
today's
traception)„ a male near me at the remark, but -at the fact
not in on time, the books don't
book rush. When possible, the
amount
of
control
that
men
the
said,
"Coat hangers," and he that this university, which saw
make the SO pert-tat buyback
Bookstore redistributes profit to
fit to accept me and some very
women
have
over
their
and
life
and
a
few others laughed.
- list and the student is lucky to
the students through discounts
intAhrnt
friends of min,- also
specific
focus
chances,
and
the
I find this horrifying. Even
get back 20 percent of retail,
such as the 5 percent discount
saw
fit
to
accept such a loser.
was
the
wage
gap
between
men
--when
presented
with
facts that
For one S50 book being able to
given on Spring semester texts.
How
can
these people be so
and
women.
unquestionably
demonstrate
the
sell at 50 percent buyback
Bkstort'management would
ignorant?
In
my college career
My
professor
did
not
stand
in
inequality
..of
women
in
this•
means SIS in ;or out otitis, sinbe happy to listen to any suggesI have seen so much of the inefront
of
'the
class
and
say,
society,
whether
it
is
intentional
denes pothet,
tion that would help to lower-"Lirok at us: poor women.
.or not,these pc'bple still insisted quality and injustice regarding
Following 50 Percent
textbook prices.
'
have
it
so
bad."
She
did
not
on denying, ridiculing, or ignor- women that it has become imbuyback, the Bookstore tries to
There is good news! There arc
use
the
terms
"discrimination"
ing the problem. What is worse possible to ignore. I feel that
fill as many tot' t requisit'iMetinss we can do as students to
or
'
5sertism"evert-ottet
not
did-is
that -tittiit of the pm-status • these people must 4et-it-4-4hey- hrough used book wholesalers ._. help the strain on our limited
have any brains at all, and yet
she
anything
ever
say
negative,
quo
(and - basically antias postibte•ThIs-process rakes
finances. First of all, to protect
they are so persistent in their
existing.
about
men
or
the
feminist)
arguments
that
I
heard
-time What can not be purchasyourself, Inspect
new hooks,
narrow-mindedness that I am
system (although I believe that
were by other women.
ed used is then ordered through
you buy. • Used books, can be she, as a feminist, would like
beginning to believe that maybe
to.
Apparently, these women
-the publishers. If requisitions
returned in almost any condithey
really don't have any
some
changes).
She
simply•
see
have no self-respect, and the
are received much too late, the
tion, but a new book needs to
brains.
facts;
not
speculapresented
the
men
In
question
Must
be
inopportunity for the Bookstore
look like it just came off the tion, opinion, or sermon, but
This constant exposure to the
credibly insecure, as they are obto buy used books from
press. If you try to return a documented, statistical facts.
ignorance and stone-age menviously
threatened
by
the
prostudents or wholesalers is lost
damaged book the Bookstore
I was shocked to hear the
spect of women's equality. The tality of so much of my generaand Students have no choice but, can only assume the book ,ww.
reactions
of
classmates.
rns
remark about a coat hanger be- tion frightens me,- for the more
to purchase the higher-priced
in perfect condition when it was Some direct quotes of people
ing
a good invention for women I see it, the surer I become that
new books. Another problem
sold and you - caused the sitting nearby were, -This is to
particularly
disgusting and the world is never going to
DI
created by late requisitions from 'damage; thus no refund can be
stupid",
"Someone
has
to
stay
offensive;
I
fail
to
see the humor change, except for the worse.
instructors is due_ to the fact
given Once you've purchased a home with the kids," and, "I
in
self,miiiiiarion
wornen's
at
that publishers don't carry a
book treat it with extreme cart. just don't think it's true."
Tracey L. Richardson
the
hands
of
a
repressive
legal
huge inventory of preprinted
It is, possible to bend corners
309 Oxford Hall
When
professor
asked
the
what
system which offers -than no
books. This means that if the. simply by carrying a book _in a
receive our order late, they ma!, backpack. even if it hasn't been
need to backorder while more taken out of its bag Secondly;
books are printed. This means
about halfway through 'the
books are not on the shelf when
semester, ask your instructors if
students need them..
thes ordered books for the
In an effort to assure ;liat
following semester. This is proenough books are .aAsilable., babty the most important thing _To the editor:
family problem and the state hist_andro_danonstiateXMar---some professors CWIff-eStiMIDe
shouldn't
interfere with the
tin Luther King, or Gandhi,or
you can do. Textbook requisi—
class size. This may not appear
Relax!
privacy
of
the
home
—
besides,
...,
had "just stop their whining
tion! for Fall '89 are due April
to be a serious problem, but
States
United
the
most
of
In
those
kids
aren't
telling
and
moaning tong enough to
offered
3. If a course is only
when you consider that all unfrom a disease the truth anyway (until you find
die
thousands
discover
reality " this world
get
to
semester,
try
every other
sold books need to be returned
painful- that your best friend, uncle,
would be in much worse condi'sotne committment as to which kills slowly and
to the publishers it quickly
It's none of man on the block, ... has attacktion than it is now. It is so conwhether the book will be used ly. Let them die.
becomes a major expense which
government ed or molested your son or
concern.
Our
your
venient to/Watch others be
for the _next class offering. It
is ultimately ,passed on to the
it. They are already daughter).
handling
is
repressed,
'or mistreated and
doesn't Matter how old a book
'students. As I wrote the first
concentr...rehabilitaRelax!
of
talking
think
/
71t's
not me ... so why
is when you sell it at Buyback
draft of,this article- the week of
At any moment the latest
camps for AIDS victims.
lion
should
i
worry."
Just consider
only that it is the exact bQQklhe
. 2O,-I--started- at shelves of
-White-the- civil Tights of a per- supercomputer is going -to
that
you
c
oOld
he
next.
week of class, check with your
textbooks that looked as though
son are removed because he's mistake a flock of geese for a
I salute all who have the
instructor
to
see
if
it
will
in
fact
they were ready for the beginngay Or has AIDS, let's play Russian warhead ...
courage to support their ideals
be used at a future date. By
ing of a semester, instead they
some football, drink some beer,
Relax!
in spite of the mainstream. It's
allowing plenty of time before
were to be returned to the,
not your responsiblity [Unofficials will take
it's
Our
elected
this
courage which gave us the
the refund deadline you avoid
publisher. I am not convinced
that your fiance care of all of these problems.
til
you
find
freedom
we have. Apathy is just
long lines and are able to take
that the blame for over-odering
received an infected blood They aren't concerned about
another
ivOrcrfor
COsiiacTice.
any
unforseen
measures
that
rests completely on-the faculty
transplant 4 years ago].
things like memberships to the
may
be
necessary
to
receive
a
but it is one more way they
Relax!
country club or hiding the latest
Peter Donald Gaboury
full refund.
(faculty) potentially hold our
Some figures suggest'one in sex scandal. They have no conAlthough,' textbooks are a
pocketbooks in'their hands. >
four women in,the United cern for prestige and power
evil" in the life -of-a
"necessary
The third situation I've idenStates will be mPed.
(and payoffs, and bribes, and Letters to the editor
student, hopefully through the
tified where faculty can help has
Don't worry — boys will be football team's).
should be 300 words or
efforts of eVeryone on this camgreater cost than money. This
Walter Scott the Third is
boys -- besides, you can't
we
can
at
least
less and guest columns
pus,
make
this
is to notify the Bookstore when
change things like that — they right! The first thing we ought
expense
a
little
easier
to
handle.:
over-enrollment _occur. If. the ,wanted it anyway (until your to do is ban all this ultra liberal should be about 450
1 hope I have cleared some conBookstore is not notified, k is
wife, mother, sister, daughter, material. We are the majority, words.
fusion as to why textbooks cost
not until the book is sold'out
self..., is mpal by a friend, rob- therefore we have the right to
For %erification purso much,'Motivated professors
that an inquiry is made to check
trample rights.
ber, maniac...),
to meet the deadline for
poses,
a name, address,
enrollments. Needed readers
WRONG! Mr. Scott should,
stottehts to
iions
and,
helped
can take two weeks orlonger.
While every day thousands offincAinore parallels betweeir -and telephone number
how they can control as much
This leaves students in the class
Children
are beaten or sexually Aryan Religions and himself. MUST accompany all letof the cost of textbooks as
without a book to study from.
molested
by family members, The first thing a fascist state ters. No letters will be
possible.
The Bookstore is, I am sure,
teachers, doctors... That's a does is remove the right to proprinted wothout a name.
not without its contribution to

Apathy means cowardice
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Read The Daily Maine campui
every day for all sports, local, state,
and national news.

Interested in writing a -guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A Lord Hall. UMaine

and telephone number fur'l
verification.
The Daily Maine Cam.
pus reserves the right Is
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
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Campus Comics

-

Lick pointed to the Peter Oavett settlanent as an example. He said that decision got him in "a rather tight vise" and
.
"hurt .(him) a great dial."
went
"(h was)a case where something
be wry
wrong, and yet, one had
-careful
dividuals involved in that case"
.
tick said the matter was handled so
"the right things happened (in the)ions
i floated term," and rumor v that
were what
around about what hap
.
situation.
hurt about that
"Sometimes you can make the right
decisions, do the things to protect peo, ple and treat people fairly, and so forth.
and end up getting hurt for it." he
said.
Lick Enid his audience to do what they
think is light in the long run, accept
•
shOri-run criticism, and. "in the long
•
_rsn. you'll, come outlysty ahead.",
The second topic Lick treated was
integrity.
"That's a -critical value," he said.
"Most important is how you perceive
yourself."
"If someone thinksofrthemself as a
person who cuts corners, cheats, or does
what they know they shouldn't do,.t hey
will not have as positive an image of
themselves as someone v. ho does what
they think is -right -most °Idle time."
•,
he said. .
"When the going gets tough,
sometimes you've_sot no one to call on
but yourself." Lick said. "If yOur self-

by Matt Lewis
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will follow.
Another of Lick's points was sets ice.
"When you reach out to do things for

others, with no (expectation of .gain),
that's when you become a much stronger
-person: he said.
Lick said he doesn't beliese the old

1,00T

teem N cerwuksel sower". A
I
Ccoapwt.nut spo..t
,.

OW11 vo,
Go tocisop ori
Pea 7
,
Sk014

You'll be a person of honor. You'll be
able to deal with that situation."
Lick said a high self-esteem and integrity are essential in dealing with
others effectively.
He also called positive and negative
f-images "catching."He said people
will do what they see others doing, and
-if people cut corners, others

by Iiie Maclachlan

CLONING AROUND

it

image isn't very good, you're going to
have a tough (time)."
"On the other hand, if you've done
what's right, you'll respect yourself.

:
FINIE
Aftff PiNtEl7)'011.-§1-MN' WV GO
I CAL Mt
IMMO
1\ 1141Vo'A ''to
,

saying "no good deed goes unpunished"
Is true. _
'Sometimes you do a good deed and
get slapped in the facie' he said. "It looks
like (that) in the short run. I think that's
not an accurate statement. I think,in the
long term, the opposite is true."
Lick said he thinks sonic ,"good
deeds" take longer to be rewarded than
others, and in forms that tbe giser ma!.
not recognize as a reward.
"One way'you get rewarded is when
you know you've done something right,
and it helps your self-image. I think we
grow in that situation," he said.
Lick said many of the successes he's
had in past positions has been due to his
bringing a sense of service to those jobs.
"People could relate to that. People
were challenged by 'what does that
mean? What does it mean to be responsive to people?" he said.
Lick's last point was what he called "a

commitment to excellence:'"
a84-tUr.----7 i_bndy-s"It sounds Hie evee,
But an honest commitment to excellence
is a very important strategy in life for individuals...and...for institutions"
Lick compared excellence to swimming against a current. He said as long as
someone sWitn.c.bard, they make progress, but, if they let up. they. go
backwards.

•
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The big time
lies ahead
•

Paying your dues,.
That is what the......,University of
Maine baseball team isd.oing all this
week.
_ You see, playing the likeSof Colby
College, St. Joseph's College And the
University of Southern Maine require
more pride than effort.
Not to mention the weather has nOt'
been anything better than what is
usual in April, when in Maine the
,AApril showers refer more to snow
than rain and the flowers are more
tree stuff and potatoes than daisies
and dandelions.
But in order for any trips to Omaha
to materialize, the Black Bears must
strut their stuff against the smaller
schools and the New England competition before any post-season goals
can be achieved.
Not_every_..gaine_san be against
Hanford, Of the -nnearest_ed&-tender. Central Connecticut.
But for all intent and purposes,
UMaine is the ECAC New England
champs, barring a total self
destruction.
After handling Northeastern. HalV .
ford and New Hampshire three tittles
each, UMaine would have to lose all
three games to Vermont this weekend
and two of three to Central Connecticut, assuming Central Connecticut
goes undefeated until they visit Orono
at the end of next week.
In other words, being four games
up with six to play is a commanding
position to be in, to say the least.
Not that the ECAC tournament
will be a gimme either. as Fordham
will probably by back as well as some
other strong teams.
But for UMaine to beat the Fordhams and the Vermonts and the
Central Connecticuts. the task of
dispatching the other teams on the
schedule becomes primary.
Coach John Winkin said after the
win Monday over Colby that he is trying' to set up five pitchers for the
ECAC tournament, because you need
five pitchers in a double-elimination
tournament.
• Is Winkin looking past the rest of
the teams he has left to play? Of
-course not.
Forewarned is forearmed, and to be
one of the elite eight in the College
World Series, arms, as in pitching, are
important.
Now, the Northeast Region has
traditionallyi produced teams that go
(see UMA1NE page 14)

Black Bears beat St. Joseph's
to increase win streak to 15
Ryan's-three
key 5-1 vic rY
by And, Bean
Staff Ybriler
The Um rsity of Maine baseball
team ext ded its winning streak to IS
game with a 5-1 victory over St.
Jo ph's College Iliesday afternoon.
The Black Bears are now 23-19 overall
and 9-0 in the league. The Monks fell to
13-9.
Senior catcher Cohn ..Ryan led the
Black Bears with tsvO hits, one run and
three RBI.
•
Ryan hit a double over right fielder
. Jeff Treadwell in. the second inning to
_score Mike Dutil and Bill Dalton to give
.
UMaine a 2-0 lead.
Dutil led off the second with a walk
and Dalton followed with a single to
center field.
•
The runners advanced to second and
third on a passed ball by Leon Renaud,
1.1. —
It'••
:.:1411111116
.
before scoring on Ryan's hit.
photo by Rbch McNcitr)
• Ryan said he expected the fastball on
L Maine freshman shortstop Brian Sequin dives back to first base safely during
'the
\
2-0. pitch.
the Black Bears' 5-1 victory over St. Joseph's College. ['Maine has now won
was looking for it, 1 think (Duane
its last 15 games going into today's doubleheader with the University of Southern
C te) was just -trying • to throw
Maine, which starts at 1 p.m. The Black Bears will his the road for a single game
strikes," Ryan said.
with Dartmouth College Friday and three games with the l'niversity of Sermont
Ed Therrien got the win on the mound
Saturday and Sunday
for the Black Bears, giving up eight hits
and one run in five innings. Coute took
score Humphrey.
tins. we were aggressive Therrien has
the loss for the Monks.
UMaine got out of the inning on a
thrown harder but he looked flat toIn the third inning. Therrien had some
strange double play. Shortstop Brian
day."
trouble, giving up one run on three hits.
Seguin bobbled a ground ball from RanTherrien pitched two good innings.
Shawn Humphrey led off the inning
dy Brodeur and kicked it to second
But in the next three innings, he gave
with a double to right field and Rot)
baseman Dutil, who turned and threw
up six hits. including lead off hits in each
-= Plourde followed with a single, putting---to first to complete the play..
inning.
runners on first and second. With one
St. Joseph's Head Coach Jias•GraffUMaine Head Coach John Winkin
out, Renaud hit a single to right field to
man said, "I was pleased widisitschit,(see BASEBALL page 13)
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Kondrotas, UMaine softball outscore
;Thomas College 13-8 in home opener
bKimThibeau
Satff Writer
The University of Maine softball team
won its first home game of the season
Tuesday by defeating Thomas College,
13-8.
Junior Jocelyn Kondrotas led the
Black Bears, who had seven hits in the
,:ontest, with two triples and two RBI.
The Terriers scored in the top of the
first inning when Missy Goocher and
Paulina Therrault each sacrificed in a
run.
Abby McCarthy started the inning for
Thomas College with a single to tenter
field. Lisa Harris scored Thomas' other
run after reaching base on an error.
The Black Bears evened the score with
thc Terriers in the bottom of the first
without a hit. UMaine capitalized on an
.error, four walks and a hit batter.
Thomas-scored awnin.the second,
but UMaine responded with three runs
in the bottom of the inning.
The Black Bears scored twice in the
fourth before igniting for a five-run inning in the fifth.
Dorothy MacMichael lead off the
fifth for UMaine with a single to left
center. Kim Reed blasted a McCarthy
offering to center for an inside-the-park
(see SOFtBAI.I. page 14)

photo by Bonnie Whitener

['Maine', third baseman Jocelyn Kondrotas scores on a Barb Bento single in
yesterday's game against Thomas('ollege. Kondrotas hit two triples and had two
RBI in the Black Bears' win over the Terriers.
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Baseball
said. "(Therrien):psychologicalls may
not have beeti• keyed toward going
against St. Joe."
But Winkin was pleased with the performance of Robert Higgins, who pitched four perfect innings for his first save
.of the scasor,
Wink in said they play the extra nonleaguelames to live his gitcherl Wiuk_
"(ThW) Novio and Higgins, these are
the_guys that benefitronike_epiNuchan.
UMaine came back in the bottom of
the third to score another run. Mark
.Sweeney led off with. a double and
scored with one out on a triple by Mike
_ went by the left fielder

tcontinued from page 121

when he fell.
The Black Bears scored the rest of
their runs in the eighth inning. Dutil doubled and scored on Ryan's second hit
of the day
Jerry LeBlanc threw a wild pitch ad
vancing Ryan to third and with two outs,
'Don Hutchinson hit a single to scor.
UMaine takes on the University-of'--Solithein Maine in a doubleheader today beginning at 1 p.m.
Mike ()Andrea and Ben Burlingame
are expected to start for the Black Bear
Winkin said Jim Dillon and !vrike
LeBlanc will also pitch.
•

Las Vegas golf tourney
won't showcase stars
LAS VEGAS(AP) — Golfs stars are
staying assay in droves from this week's
troubled. SI.25 million Las Vegas Invitational, and a sudden population explosion. is one reason.
"We knew it was going to happen."
tournament director Jim Cook said
Tuesday on the eve of the start of the
five-day event that has a slight's reduced.purse, an unusual occurence in an era
of greatly escalating prize money
But that is not the only reason that the
15-Tan field lacks all the current major titleholders, 13 of the top 20 money*inners for the year and five of the six
previous winners of this event.
"The wives of(former Las Vegas winners Fuzzy)Zoeller,(Denis) Watson and
(Paul) Azinger all either have had babies
this week or are expecting this week."

"910r4r.
•■••••. ,011111104110

Cook said.
The last two Masters champions, Sandy Lyle of Scotland and Nick Faldo of
England. have returned home for a
break from American competition.
"It's a combination of things," said
Gary Koch, back to defend !his title.
"It's in a tough position on the
schedule. Combine that with playing
with the amateurs, well, to some guys
that's a negative.
The format calls -fat the pros to play
with three-man amateur teams for the
first three days. In the past, this has led
to some extremely long days and slow
play, up to six hours for a round.
The full field of 468 amateurs will
.play one round on each of three desert
resort courses before the field is cut .for
Saturday's play at the Desert Inn.

Penobscot Terrace Apartments

_ 4.4gar=,
photo by Rich MciNtear
U Maine centerfielder Mark Swixisey took, to hunt ilik-usy oa-Vaiseeigainst St.
Joseph's Colley. S‘weenes also had two doubles for the Black Bears. l'Maine
plays the Uoivenify of Southern Maine in a doubleheader today starting at I p.m.
-

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER CAMP
the American Camping Association (NY) will make your application
available to over 300 camps in the Northeast. Exciting opportunities
for college students and professionals. Positions available: all land
and water sports. arts S crafts, drama music dance tnpping. nature
R.N.'s. M.D.'s. Aides. kitchen, maintenance
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE. Call or write for application.

American Camping Association
43 West 23 St.. New York, NY. 10010
1-800-77-CAMP _
LIVE IN ORONO! With Help FroMFOX 104.7-FM

Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
—Mb.
$685 per-me
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus

Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
.
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icontinued from page 12i

- tbe.Black Bears, but she had some control, problemi throughout the game,
walking five while allowing•five hits.
"We've got to work on some things on
control with Sherri (Bridges):" Head
Coach Janet Anderson said. "We have
a few things to iron out, but then things
sould be fine' , The Black Bears will host-the Univerfame Invitational this weekend.
si
McCarhty finally got Reed to fly out
U, tine will play Eastern Connecticut
to left fielder Therrault for the inning's
State Universiky at9 a.m. and Plymouth
final out.
State College atellas.m. on Saturday and
But the Terriers came out in the sixth
a doubleheader against the University ef
to close the margin that the Black Bears
Vermont Sunday. beginning at 12 p.m.
had built. With two UMaine errors and
Ali games will be played at Lengyel
Bridges giving up two walks and two
Field.
hits, Thomas managed to close the gap
to 12-8. But that was as close as the Terriers would get.
k***********
UMaine scored its final run in the
sixth when McCarthy walked Kondrotas.
who advanced to second on an error and
later scored on a sacrifice by Bento.
McCarthy look the loss for the Terk***********
ners. Bridges was the winning pitcher for

by a
Staff

home run, making the score 9-3. Later
on. Kondrotas was driven in by a Barb
Bent° single to left field after hitting her
second triple of the game. Her first came
in the second inning.
W'ith two outs,- Bcnto and Bridges
score two unearned runs on a pair of
wild_ pitches by McCarthy. giving
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UMaine's F-stber Letteney In action at the plate against Thome-College-yeeeee-day at leave' Field. UMaine beat Thomas. 13-8. I he Black nears will host the
niversity of Maine Invitational this weekend.

•Utilaine
(coetimeed from page 12)
two and out in Omaha, but that is not
important.
For any UMaine team to be there
at all is an accoplishment, so the goal
is always out. there.
But first, USM must be played
twice today, not to mention Dartmouth Friday and UMass next week.
In other words, every. game is important, even if they are against
smaller schools, so let's just sit and
wait for UCLA finals week before we
say, "Why are we playing Colby?"
Who knows, the Black Bear boys
of summer ma) take another trip
westward.
Then again, maybe not.
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
majorfrom Prrsque Isle who hopes
his brother can get over the beating
we put on his Mason Braves tasr
week and hopes he does well at the
job Dad got him for the summer

If you know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computerwe know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer.
lust register with us at Kelly Temporary Services.
•
Vs.'ve got the kind of summer iobs you'll love to get your hands on.
Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as
you need.
And if you're not a keyboard wizard, there's still plenty of work to go around.
Receptionist. File Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator. Stock Handler.
. check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a
thing to register. And chances are we can
help you make the coming summer
Services
months everything you want them to be
Frit And The Best
The
PeopleGirt'
Kelly
The
Richly rewarding.

Discover how healthy and
wrnfortable your feet can be in
onginal,,Birkenstock footwear.
And discover the fresh new
look of Birkenstock — sandals
and shoes in exciting new
colors and styles.

Temporary
KELIY
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UMaine track to send 17 to Penn Relays
hv Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

The qualifying days are Thursday and
Friday. with Qie finals scheduled for
Saturday. Thr meet will be held at
Franklin Field on the campus of the
University of Pennsylvania.

' The University of Maine will be sending fise relay teams and three indis iduals to the prestigious Penn Relays
The men will have three relay teams,
this week in Philadelphia.
a
4X100
meter and a 4X200 meter as well
UMaine Head Coach Jim Ballinger
as
a
shuttle
hurdle team, in which four
said that he really isn't sure what to exhurdlers
run
back and forth over the
- —,pext_tacept thatiLe _competition will be
-- same hurdietstiff.,
"That race is a fun race." Ballinger
"I don't know if any relay team or in"Hurdlers usually like to run
said.
dividual will be able to qualify for the
Woodcock, Tim Baldwin,
Scott
finals," Ballinger said, "hut we have
and John Kachmar will
Thayer
Redman
people
gosome good teams and good
shuttle
hurdle team.
comprise
the
will
hope for the best."
ing and we
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Tanana pitches Detroit
past Seattle Mariners
--DETROIT.,4A,P} — frank ihnana_pit,L __a walk before Guillermo Hernandez got
the last two outs for his fourth save.
ched six-hii ball for eight innings to snap
his IF-game winless streak and Matt
Scott Bank head, 1-2, gave up six hits
in six innings for Seattle. Bankhead
Nokes broke a tie with a three-run homer
Tueiday, leading the Detroit Tigers past
retired the first nine batters in order, getting five of his eight strikeouts.
the Seattle tvtleiners 5-2.
Tanana, 1-3. struck out five and walkWith two outs in the sixth and the
ed one. He had been 0-7 with four noscore tied at 2, Alan Trammel and Fred
Lynn singled and Nokes hit a 1-0 pitch
decisions singe beating the Chicago
intothe upper deck in right for his fifth
White 'Sox 5-4 last Aug. 19. Frank
home run.
Willimas relieved and gave up a hit and

that is not

o be there
io the goal

Read the Sports Pages

be playrd
.ion Dart next week.

Carl Smith, Mike Norman, and KC
Latham- will makeup three of the four
spots on both the 4X100 and 4X200
meter relays, with either Woodcock or
Redman, who has been the usual
member of the 4X200 team this year,
making up the fourth.
Jim St. Pierre will compete in the shot
put, while Pat O'Malley will run the
10,000 meters.
The women will have two tearak-i-'
4X100 meter and a 4X400 meter, with,
._E.clette Williams, Heather Killion, Bren..L.
da Sheehan and Melissa Brancley running the 4X100 and Kern Pierce and Karen
Pfander subbing for Killion and

Sheehan in the 4X400.
Braneley will also do the high jump,
with Debbie Cox competing in the hammer throw.
"We will just have to give it a shot,"
Ballinger said. .„„..
Ballinger is not sure what class the
relay teams will be in. Relays have an
open class-ai-welris several regional
classes.
The EastCoast Athletic Conference
class is what Ballinger expects his team's
to be running.
"There are usually a lot of teams in
the relays, but not that many in the shuttle hurdles," Ballinger added.

NBA PLAYOFFS OPEN THURSDAY
FIRST ROUND
Best of five
Milwaukee at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York, 8 p.m.
Golden State at Utah, 9:30 p.m.
Portland at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.

FRIDAY NIGHT
Boston at Detroit, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Denver at Phoenix, 10:30 p.m.
Houston at Seattle, 10 p.m.
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RSVP(Your Comments Please) ...
The University of Maine Ad Hoc Task Force on_Pariung hasJssued its report. Included in the report are seven recommendations on how to
'ease the campus parking crunch. A PUBLIC HEARING ON THE PARKING RECOMMENDATIONS WILL BE HELD NOON-2 P.M.,
WEDNESDAY, MA3, NORTH LOWN ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION. WRITTEN RESPONSES CAN ALSO .BE SENT TO 118 ALUMNI HALL.
These are ONLY recommendations_ Copies of the report can Wound iiftWLIDrary.-118 Alurnaliall and in the Commuter Services Office.

Here are the facts:
- • The parking crunch has been caused. by record high enrollment this academic year, and complicated by construction on campus and
a wet fall Seaton:
-----a--The-Task-ForCe, comprised of administrators, faculty, staff and stUdents, was formed in September 1988 at the request of Thomas
Acete.---vice-president-fer administration, to examine how to expand parking capacity without sacrificing safety and potential for facility growth..
• it was found that it is usually possible to find parking spaces somewhere on campus; but not necessarily at the time and location most
ium-6er of-decals solcIfT0-,2i2 as of •
convenient to the user.The number of available paAing spaces(5,-373 as orClet:151compared tOltferNov. 15)showed a 1:2 supply to demand rati( . As a result of three surveys, it also was found that some parking spaces were underutilized
and usually available in the Steam Plant and Alfond parking lots. In addition, it is clear that there iss -a problem with multiple decal purchases
and fraudulent trantfers of decals. making it difficult to get an accurate picture of vehicle traffic and parking demand on campus.'
• The Task Force recommended estabiishrhent-of a parking fund dedicated to
meeting current and new parking costs, and fueled by parking permit fees and fines.
Such a fund would increaseservices-andparkingeeptions for the future.
. • An across-the-board increase in parking permit fees, and implementation of
new reserve parking lots for a separate higher fee, were recommended. The permit fee
increase would be tied to an increase in services. .
• Twenty-two potential parking expansion sites (5,155 parking spaces) were
identified, five of which areconsidered most feasible to construct in 1989. The five sites 7
Penobscot/Stodder, Sawyer Environmental Research Center, Farm Buildings (nearMaine Center for the Arts), Jenness/Murray, East Annex - would create.1,000 spaces
at a cost of $891,560.'
• The average cost of a parking decal, based on proposed constructiortaf1.000
.S2T
additional parking spaces. is recommended to be $65 - $3.50, maintenance; $3.50;
interest on a four-year construction loan; $5., existing decal •fee; $7, lighting and
landscaping improvements; $19, construction; $27, enforcement. If approved, the
increase in parking decal fees would be the first in 14 years.
s,
• Along-term policy is recommended following a campus-wide assessment.
parking
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repaved
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reduced, creating a 5 percent gain in capacity.
• It is recommended that parking and motor vehicle rules he uniformly enforced,

Wt
.
:
em

The Wark. Shoi,
119 ktarn Si
Bangor. Marne
04401
9.11.706.1

24 hours daily,-365 days a year, including weekends and holidays.
- • It is recommended that communication be improved to the University community concerning parking policies, rules and
Improvements.
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THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
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REMEMBER-1111MOUR
LAST CHANCE TO TAKE A
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH YOU
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE • GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS HONORS THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1989 WITH THIS
CAREER MOVING OFFER
FOR MORE INFOitMAllON PLEASE CONTACT:

MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE'CENTER
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C.CIFS IN GIEFORE THE tslAMEGOESON•

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
ii SHIBLES HALL, UM

(207)581-2510

Amman Ugxess,V1SA. Msateicanl Credit Cud'Accepted

, Prices steel lo claw %Mod wore
C 1W Zenith Data %vents.
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